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About Carbon Control News

Posted: October 7, 2009

Carbon Control News is the newest member of the Inside EPA family of news services, providing exclusive
coverage on the evolving debate over climate change controls. In the same tradition that has made Inside
EPA Weekly Report must-reading for environmental policy professionals, Carbon Control News provides
singular focus on the biggest environmental issue in decades. And make no mistake: climate control
regulation is coming – and coming soon.

EPA and other federal agencies are moving forward with regulations and policies to limit greenhouse gas
emissions, as Congress continues to struggle with passage of a national climate change program. Carbon
Control News provides the inside scoop on these emerging policies by tracking the key developments among
all the major players – the Obama administration, Congress, states and regional programs such as the
Northeast Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) and the Western Climate Initiative; and international
negotiators who are shaping domestic climate change policies in the United States and in other countries.

The certainty is that there will be climate change controls -- the uncertainty involves the scope of the
controls, the extent of regulations, and the allocation of state and federal responsibilities. Carbon Control
News is your best bet to satisfy your growing and inescapable need for news on this changing climate
debate.

Inside EPA’s Carbon Control News will deliver in three ways:

A comprehensive online news service, providing exclusive stories (in the Inside EPA tradition), breaking
daily news, hot documents (including draft bills and regulatory proposals), featured articles and other
special reports. (Our blog, In the Air, supplements our hot news coverage, giving you more of the buzz
and behind-the scenes intrigue.)

A weekly newsletter, delivered right to your desk by mail and in an easy-to-download PDF format,
providing additional context and perspective on the most important developments.

Breaking news and daily updates by e-mail, so you’ll never miss a major story.

Subscription Costs
A one-year subscription to Carbon Control News – providing 24/7 online access, the weekly newsletter, and
time-sensitive e-mail alerts when the news warrants – costs $995 for a single reader. Expanded access and
site licenses are also available. Current subscribers to any Inside EPA product get a special $200 discount.

Sign up for a free two-week trial.
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Sticky Note
I guess the key developments involving the opponents of carbon regulation don't count even though they have defeated cap-and-trade in the 111th Congress.
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Terms and Conditions

Privacy Policy

Correspondence
If you have any questions, you may contact Carbon Control News customer service in a number of ways:

Phone
800-424-9068

E-Mail
carbon@iwpnews.com .

Mail
P.O. Box 7167, Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Fax
1-703-416-8543
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